O n-Call.
S i mpli fi e d.
AUTOMATE
ON-CALL

PagerTree does more than just
alert. It simplifies every part of
the on-call process, providing
all the tools for incident

ALERT &
RESPOND

creation, routing, resolution
and analytics.

LEARN &
IMPROVE

Today’s technology industry demands
99.99999% uptime, 24/7. To be competitive
you can’t just keep up — you have to stay
ahead.
With PagerTree, your technology team will
have the tools they need to keep you and your
business ahead of the competition.

Reduce Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
Eliminate Administrative Overhead

(940) 273 3696

sales@pagertree.com

Automate Incident Creation

Sacramento, CA

www.pagertree.com

Fight Alert Fatigue
Send Multichannel Notifications
Centralize Incident Management
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W hy C ho o s e
P a ger Tr ee?

PagerTree is the simplest
solution to on-call rotation.
PagerTree streamlines the
on-call process by making it
easy to schedule rotations,
route incoming incidents,
and alert the right team
members every time.
The outcome? Faster incident
resolution times, more
satisfied customers, and
improved team efficiency.

T HE
COMPN AY
DEDICATED
BY J OHA N S
GROU P

Complexity glorious fire
that consumes, while her
simplicity goes.

SIMPLE AND
SECURE

Fire that consumes,
while her simplicity goes

M OB I L E
NOTI F I CATI ONS

A LWAYS O N
T E CHN O LOG Y

unaproachable.

S OL V E
P R OBL E M S
FAS T E R

Real-time incident notifications
via SMS, email, and smart phone
apps guarantee every incident is
seen by your team fast.

NE V E R
MISS
ALERTS

With on-call schedule layers and
configurable escalation rules,
your team will never miss an alert.

SEAMLESS
I NC I DE NT
R E S P ONS E

From incident creation to
completion, see the big picture on
how your company is performing.

I M P R OV E
TEAM
E F F I C I E NC Y

With PagerTree, your team will be
more efficient and benefit from
faster resolution times, reduced
alert fatigue, and more satisfied
customers.

Her complexity glorious
fire that consumes while
her simplicity goes.

S i m p le .
S e cu re .
R e li a b le .
PagerTree is a cloud-based incident management tool that is simple, secure,
and reliable. PagerTree uses enterprise-grade encryption to keep your data safe
and runs in multiple data centers to guarantee uninterrupted service.

Efficient
teams choose
PagerTree

You can start using PagerTree in minutes. Create an account, invite your team,
and integrate with the tools you already love. You can use PagerTree via the
Web UI, smart phone apps, email, or SMS.
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